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ABSTRACT

There has been a lot of efforts from researchers lately to deploy alternative
transports protocols and mechanisms on providing better packet ordering and
delivery semantics. The current development of Internet and Streaming
technologies suggests that there is a clear need for such alternatives to TCP
Transport Protocols. Structured Streams Transport protocol(SSTP) is a new
transport abstraction introduced lately on ACM and it is based on a different
approach compared to other alternative transports. Main objective of SSTP is to
enhance the TCP's byte stream abstraction to permit high level applications to use
continuous byte streams in larger numbers easily and more efficiently. SST is still
in an early experimental stage and the aim of this study is to develop a new module
for this Protocol so it can be simulated and tested on the mostly used scientific
network simulator in NS2. By implementing the module in NS2, we can simulate
many aspects of this protocol and fine-tune it before we implement it on high level
applications.

INTRODUCTION

Modern Web browsers and other transaction-oriented applications similarly
challenge TCP’s simple, totally ordered stream abstraction, with their need to
submit many logically independent or parallel requests to one or more servers
efficiently. TCP forces applications to choose between using one stream per
transaction, as in HTTP 1.0, which can be inefficient due to the costs of creating
and destroying short-lived streams, and multiplexing many logical transactions onto
a smaller pool of streams, as in HTTP 1.1, which creates the same head-of-line
blocking problem, as in real-time media applications, where one lost packet delays
delivery of all of the transactions queued behind it on the same stream [3], [4].

TCP’s limitations have been well-known for years [1], [5] and they
represent the motivating force behind the development of several alternative
transport protocols, such as RDP [9], SCTP [13], and DCCP [6]. While each one of
the alternative transports tends to address heavily overlapping needs and problem
areas, each one also takes a different approach to solving them. A common feature
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of all existing alternative transports is that they move away from TCP’s
conceptually simple byte stream semantics and toward transport abstractions. For
example, DCCP provides unreliable, unordered delivery equivalent to UDP but with
congestion control [6]; RDP provides reliable, optionally sequenced message
delivery with congestion control [9]; SCTP provides reliable, optionally sequenced
message delivery similar to RDP, but it also allows the application to associate each
message with one of several logical streams within the application’s transport
connection, thereby permitting messages on different streams to be delivered out of
order [13].

A common problem with all of these message-oriented transports is that
their message abstraction does not scale arbitrarily the way that TCP’s byte stream
abstraction does [11]; instead, the application must break up large transactions into
reasonably sized messages to avoid subtle performance problems or outright
transport failures [8], [10]. SST enhances TCP’s byte stream abstraction to permit
applications to use streams in larger numbers easily and efficiently.

This paper is organized in three parts. The first part introduces the basic
idea behind the new transport abstraction and the motive that attracted us toward
this work. The second part of the paper represents our current work related to the
simulator and the implementation of the module. The third and last part of the paper
ends with the conclusions and the related future work.

MOTIVATION

The network simulator NS2 is evolving as the most used simulator by the
progressive network research departments in universities and it is becoming more
and more sophisticated and its testing results of different protocols and different
network scenarios have been proven very important for their development [2], [7],
and [12]. Also, another important point in favor of spending intellectual energy and
valuable time of all these scholars worldwide over this simulator is the fact that
although we live in a century when personal computers and their connections costs
has decreased hundreds of times compared to when they were first implemented, it
is not always possible to have all the needed resources for setting up different
testing scenarios.

Actually in Albania it is very difficult to have all the required hardware
resources to test or deploy different network scenarios through laboratories that is
why a network simulator is very helpful to be developed and used by the students.
The fact that NS2 has been recently introduced as a network simulator in
laboratories at our university, results in a desire not just to use this tool as a simple
or let it be a more well trained user, but also to add to this tool new modules to
widen and broaden its range of operability. Also, as we displayed in the introduction
part of this article, ourselves being overwhelmed by the emerging and new concepts
of transport protocols and the need to really find and develop an efficient one,
concluded in joining this two interests in a common endeavor.
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The goal of this project is to develop an efficient module of the SST
protocol for NS2 while always aiming to be faithful to its original deployment of
the user space prototype [3], [4].

SST MODULE IMPLEMENTATION

SST is implemented as a user-space prototype so that it can be easily used by
application layer developers in their applications by just adding and calling its
functions in a SST library [3], [4]. It is implemented originally by running on top of
UDP, although, the transport abstract allows its implementation on top of the
network layer IP protocol, which is the way that we planned to develop the module.
Also it is to be noticed that as SSTs original implementation is yet to be finished,
the ns2 module too is not yet complete.  It is still to be tested under different test
cases and it is to be applied as a patch and to be distributed as a document for ns2
users. The implementation passes through three different phases that comprise the
analysis of the architecture of the protocol, the design of the simplified module
while specifying the collaboration and inheritance diagrams of the sst ns2 agent and
finally the implementation phase which is robustly based on the first two.

Analysis and Architectural Overview of the Protocol

SST’s main application-visible enhancement to TCP’s stream
abstraction is what amounts to a fork operation, meaning that given any existing
SST stream, either endpoint can initiate a new stream as a child of that existing
stream as it can be seen in figure 1.
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Fig.1: Structured Streams Transport Protocol fork process of the streams.

SST consists of three related sub-protocols, organized as shown in figure 2.
The channel protocol is a connection-oriented best-effort delivery service that
provides packet sequencing, integrity and privacy protection, selective
acknowledgment, and congestion control [3], [4].

Fig.2: Structured Streams Transport protocol layered architecture.
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The negotiation protocol sets up the channel protocol’s state, negotiating
shared security keys and optional features. Finally, the stream protocol builds on the
channel and negotiation protocols to implement the reliable structured stream
abstraction SST presents to the application. From the layered structure of the
protocol we extract the basic functions needed for implementing the new abstraction
for ns2.

SST Module Design

The process of designing the module has been based on the user-space
prototype available for use by the application developers [1] while simplifying its
structure. This simplification was made because it seemed to us trivial to implement
such features as packet encryptation or XDR streams encoding that as well as being
new features might also add complexity to the module and might distract us from
the main goal of a functional and faithful module for the simulator.

Ns2 is an event driven simulator and is based on C++ for its coding
and OTcl for its testing. Since the implementation code will be in an object oriented
language firstly we defined and collected the needed classes and objects that will
build its structure. Figure 3 shows the inheritance diagram of the SST agent.

Fig.3: SSTAgent inheritance diagram.
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To implement a new protocol in NS2 it is needed to build a new SST agent
that inherits from class Agent [2], [12] from which inherit all the other classes
needed to implement the streamserver, the host states and the other classes as shown
in figure 3. The timer, which is not shown in the above figure, is always needed in
NS2 to simulate a virtual scheduler for testing our module and being able to trace it
with NS2 trace tools.

Coding and integrating the module

After creating the new packet type to exchange information between objects
in the simulation, we add our new struct hdr_sst_pkt so that our control packets will
be able to be sent and received by nodes in the simulation. Also we created the new
protocol agent to link the application layer with the network layer, and proceeded
with the following steps for completing the implementation:

4. specify the position of every class in the class hierarchy;
5. creating a new header file for every respective class;
6. creating every class and filling it with methods;
7. defining the connection with OTcl;
8. Finally we build and debug the module.

Finally, there are a few steps needed to integrate our new module in ns2 [2],
[7], [12] for further simulations and testing.

CONCLUSION

The need for finding new techniques and new transport algorithms that
manage to stay up-to-date with the emerging new requirements of applications,
while staying faithful to the final aim of improving the overall performance of the
communication is tending to be overwhelming and also it is proven to be the main
goal of many research and development teams dealing with network
communications. The new structured streams transport protocol aims to address
some of TCPs main problems for efficiently using all the available resources and
addresses the problems of transaction size and instance association by augmenting
traditional streams with an explicit hereditary structure.

The primary way of testing and evaluating a protocol and the benefits
deriving from its application is to create a real world implementation in an operating
system and building a testing environment with expense routers, switches and end
point hosts. However, in countries like Albania, where there might not have enough
budget for projects to take this approach, it is simplest and costless to implement the
protocol in a simulation environment like ns2 that stays faithful to a real world
implementation and is not limited by hardware resources. Also another important
characteristic from which we can benefit is that it is easier to modify the testing
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environment, the protocol implementation and also to monitor its performance in a
wide range of scenarios.

We note that the real world module of SST is still not yet fully released [2],
[3] and  our actual ns2 module has not been implemented with all the specified SST
functionalism, leaving outside the integrated IPsec like encryption and XDR
streams. Also our future work is aiming toward creating testing scenarios to
compare SST with TCP and UDP native transport protocols in terms of
performance and ability to deal with different application transaction size.
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